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 Articles of the law 
Article 1 - 
 This is called the law (traffic law for the year 2008) and shall be 
effective thirty days after the date of publication in the Official 
Gazette. 
 
Definitions 
Article 2 - 
 Shall have the following words and phrases, wherever mentioned in 
this Law have the following meanings unless the context indicates 
otherwise: - 
Ministry: Ministry of the Interior. 
Minister: Minister of the Interior. 
Directorate: Directorate of Public Security. 
Director: Director of Public Security. 
License Manager: Administration competent Drivers license and 
vehicle. 
Traffic departments: the departments related to the affairs of traffic 
and include: 
1 - 0 traffic management 
2 - Department of Foreign Patrols 0 
3 - Jordan Traffic Institute 0 
Technical Office: Central Technical Office for the problem and walk 
in accordance with the provisions of this law. 
Vehicle: Every mode of land transport modes, which strongly 
moving mechanism including a traction or lifting or payment and 
trailers 
And semi-trailers of the stomach and do not include shipping and 

 



transport prepared to walk on the railway lines. 
Passenger car: vehicle designed to transport not more than nine 
persons including the driver 0 
The bus medium (medium car ride): The vehicle designed to 
transport a number of people more than nine and not more than 
 Thirty people, including the driver. 
Bus: the vehicle designed to transport more than thirty people. 
Cargo vehicle: The vehicle designed to transport goods. 
Public transport vehicle: The vehicle designed to transport people 
and goods together 0 
Vehicle-use sector: transport vehicle or lifting mechanism or traction 
with the specifications and fitted with equipment 
Permanently fixed and non-transferable or switch to any other use of 
prescription and which can be used only in 
For its intended purpose. 
Motorcycles: Vehicles with two wheels or three wheels and is 
equipped with automatic engine designed to transport persons or 
goods 
Not to be designed in the form of car, including bicycles equipped 
with automatic engine. 
Driver: The person who is driving the vehicle. 
Bike: riding mode with two wheels or more are going on a 
momentum of the rider and non-motorized automatic. 
Coach: a person authorized to theoretical or practical training on 
driving. 
Infantry: Any person who is on his feet on the road and the driver is 
in his bicycle and the person who pays or 
Been a stroller or wagon seat or a patient or a cart. 
Passenger: Any person who is inside the vehicle or during descent 
or ascent to it except for the driver. 
Passenger line: The path specified for the conduct of public 
passenger transport vehicles. 
Registration: documenting complex constraints in the management 
of the license after the customs clearance. 
Re-recording: restoration of the limitations in the management of the 
vehicle license and in accordance with the provisions of this law. 
Driving License: the official document issued by the License 
Manager, which allows the holder to the leadership of one or more 
categories of vehicles. 



Vehicle license: the official document issued by the Department of 
Licensing to prove ownership of the vehicle and specifications and 
authorizing its progress. 
Traffic accident: Each incident caused at least one vehicle moving in 
damage to human or material, or both. 
Traffic control devices: devices that work automatically or manually 
for the purpose of controlling traffic violations 0 
Structure of the vehicle: the vehicle body except for the engine and 
axles and a base vehicle (VIN). 
Motor vehicle: the machine that converts energy into mechanical 
force driving the vehicle 0 
Base vehicle (VIN): bridges, longitudinal and transverse axes of 
which are associated with tires (wheels) and linked with each other. 
Configuration: what connects the wheels (wheels) base vehicle 
(VIN). 
Total length of the vehicle: the distance between the maximum point 
from the front of the vehicle and the maximum point of the tail. 
Overall width of the vehicle: the distance between two points 
maximum prominent side of the vehicle except for the mirrors 
installed on it. 
Overall height of the vehicle: the vehicle height from the surface on 
which it stands Bjladtha to the highest point in its structure or its 
cargo. 
Empty weight of the vehicle: vehicle weight plus the weight of the 
driver and fuel absorbed by the spare tire and several 
Their own repairs. 
Gross weight of the vehicle: empty vehicle weight plus its cargo 
weight. 
Net weight of the vehicle load: The difference between the total 
weight of the vehicle and its weight is empty. 
Axle load: What endures each axis of the axes of the vehicle and 
the total weight. 
Way: the way devoted to general traffic, including vehicular traffic 
and pedestrians, and includes bridges, tunnels and yards intended 
to stand. 
Highway (Limited): The route that does not allow him to enter or exit 
only from specific locations. 
Intersection: the convergence of place more than a road or offset or 
ramifications on one level, and include the cross-roads with railway 



lines. 
The island: all the on-road or the intersection of breaks or signs or 
ground lines to divide and organize the traffic on them. 
Signal path: the traffic light, or pillar, lines, or phrases, or words or 
symbols with traffic signs 
Known and which draw or write on the road or installed on or above 
aspects to regulate traffic or requiring users 
The road or warn them or guide them. 
Safe distance relay: the distance that must be left behind during 
movement between the vehicle and rear vehicle traveling ahead. 
Skip: Skip any vehicle or obstacle on the road. 
Traffic violations: infractions and misdemeanors set forth in this law. 
 
Registration and licensing of vehicles 
Article 3 - 
 A - record and authorize all types of vehicles including vehicles 
belonging to the ministries, departments and official institutions 
And public, municipalities and boards of management of common 
services in the license in the records and restrictions assigned to it. 
B - may not use any vehicle in the Kingdom, were not registered and 
licensed and license plates assigned to it. 
C - are excluded from the provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of 
this Article as follows: - 
1 - vehicles belonging to the armed forces, public security and civil 
defense forces and the gendarmerie, General Intelligence 0 
2 - compounds that non-Jordanian license plates of their own and 
are authorized to legally enter the Kingdom 0 
3 - trailers that do not weigh more than the blank (750) kg, which 
carried by farm tractor or designed for the purpose of 
Cruise or fishing or tourism that set the foundations and conditions 
of diameter in accordance with instructions issued for this purpose 0 
4 - compounds is the Savior and the customs agents belonging to 
the commercial vehicle or vehicles or factories for Mzaulin 
To their trade or profession to research centers, specialized design, 
development and manufacture of vehicles 0 
 
Article 4 - 
The provisions of the registration and licensing of vehicles and 
categories of use under a regulation issued for this purpose. 



 
Article 5 - 
A - except trailers and semi-trailers, shall not register any vehicle or 
its license or license renewal until after the 
Provide an insurance contract covering the duration of the license to 
the insurance company licensed to practice in the Kingdom of 
vehicle insurance to cover 
This decade of civil liability for damage to third parties resulting from 
the use of that vehicle in accordance with the provisions of the law 
Organization of work of insurance in force. 
B - an insurance contract covering the head Alqatr tractor or civil 
liability for damage to third parties resulting from the use of 
 Trailer or semi-trailer during diameter. 
C - do not allow the vehicle to enter the Kingdom of Jordan is only 
after the submission of an insurance contract covering the civil 
liability for damage 
Caused to third parties resulting from the use of that vehicle in the 
Kingdom and in accordance with the provisions of law regulating the 
insurance business in force. 
D - do not allow the vehicle to enter the Kingdom of Jordan is, 
unless a valid license in her country for the duration of her stay 
In the Kingdom, that the Jordanian authorities are competent to 
provide license management data related to them. 
 
Article 6 - 
Allocated to each vehicle number distinguishes it from other recipe 
by registered, licensed, shall not be changed or altered except by 
the Department of 
Licensing and regulating plates of vehicles and exchange numbers, 
print, and specifications, measurements, their value and cases of 
exemption 
And kept under a regulation issued for this purpose. 
 
Article 7 - 
A - Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, the officers 
employed in the management of the licensing functions of the notary 
when 
Charge of regulation and certification of the validity of contracts for 
vehicles, including contracts for the transfer of ownership, mortgage 



and decryption and the issuance of mortgage 
 And private agencies to sell, use and take the necessary 
commitments and other legal acts relating thereto, and to hear and 
recording 
Statements and the statements of the parties and ratification of the 
signatures thereon, and in accordance with regulations and 
procedures applied by the Author 
Justice in the organization and its ratification of the contracts. 
B - Director of the Department to approve the license transfer the 
officer to conduct the transactions set forth in paragraph (a) of this 
Material outside the Department of the license fee so special 0 
C - is the transfer of vehicle ownership transactions and mortgage 
and other legal actions related to invalid unless it is recorded 
And documented in the management of the license. 
D - Notwithstanding the provisions in paragraph (a) of this Article, 
the license management depends the following agencies: - 
1 - public agencies liberated between ascendants and descendants, 
husbands, brothers and sisters, 0 
2 - Public and private agencies from outside the kingdom after its 
ratification by the assets. 
3 - private agencies organized a notary public within the Kingdom, 
taking into account any special terms and conditions determined by 
the 
Minister in coordination with the Minister of Justice in accordance 
with instructions issued for this purpose 0 
E - based license management of public agencies or private for 
vehicles for a period of five years from the date of issuance. 
 
Article 8 - 
May not transfer the ownership of vehicles that are sold legally or 
administratively recorded in the same capacity unless it is consistent 
with the provisions of this 
Law, regulations and instructions issued pursuant thereto, or any 
other legislation of a relationship. 
 
Article 9 - 
If it turns out to manage the licensing and a limitation prevents the 
transfer of ownership of the vehicle or the vehicle may not be 
subject to transfer of ownership only after 



Raise the registration or approval of the mortgagor. 
 
Article 10 - 
A - If the vehicle owner wishes to cancel his vehicle technicians (Cut 
VIN), or remove them from the Kingdom in its final form, he should 
reach 
License Manager in writing prior to the date the license expires, and 
delivers the license and the vehicle Ouhtaha management license. 
B - The owner of the vehicle before the end of the license three 
years or more because of lack of suitability to request technical 
  License from the Department of technically written off (cut VIN) for 
exemption from fees and fines incurred during the year 
 From the date of entry into force of the provisions of this law and in 
the event of cancellation and request for this exemption for a vehicle 
have been previously dispose of its structure 
By the owner shall be binding in this case to provide Adly pledged to 
double the amount equal to the market value of the vehicle pays to 
the treasury if it is proved otherwise. 
C - write off the license to manage technically complex (Cut VIN) 
and the abolition of restrictions and the withdrawal of her paintings if 
it is proved that the vehicle has not 
 Is technically valid for use on the road. 
 
Training and licensing of Drivers 
Article 11 - 
 A - with the exception of military training schools, training may not 
be anyone to drive a vehicle except by the Centers for 
Drive train licensed for this purpose, provided that the trainee has 
completed eighteen years of age. 
B - specifies the terms and conditions relating to licensing and 
training centers drive the work of the training for the purposes of 
And rehabilitation of those willing to get driver's licenses in both 
theoretical and practical implications of the administrative penalties 
 Violation of those terms and conditions pursuant to a regulation 
issued for this purpose. 
C - is prohibited for any person to do the drive train unless 
authorized to do so from the Department of Licensing. 
 
Article 12 - 



 The Training Centre Driving civilian official in the following cases: - 
A - resulting from incidents committed by the trainee during the 
training. 
B - as that caused by incidents committed by the trainee during the 
practical examination scheduled in the Department of Licensing 0 
 
Article 13 - 
Determine the system of provisions concerning Drivers' license, 
including: - 
A - categories of driving licenses and conditions of access, duration, 
renewal and replacement situations. 
B - Leadership and conditions of permits obtained and the duration 
and renewal of 0 
C - International driving licenses. 
 
Article 14 - 
Is the driving licenses issued before the enforcement of the 
provisions of this Act as if issued thereunder. 
 
Article 15 - 
A - prohibited for any person driving any vehicle unless the holder of 
a valid driving license conferred the right leadership 
The driver of the vehicle to carry the license while driving. 
B - is not permissible for the vehicle owner or holder that allows 
leadership to those who does not carry a driver's license in 
accordance with the provisions of this Act 
And the regulations issued pursuant thereto. 
C - exempted from the provisions of paragraph (a) of this Article, 
members of the armed forces, public security and civil defense 
forces and 
Gendarmerie and intelligence at their command vehicles belonging 
to these parties, provided that the possession of the leadership of 
permits 
Issued by entities affiliated with while in service. 
 
Article 16 - 
A - allowed under the leadership of foreign vehicles in the Kingdom 
and passenger cars from the category of vehicle leasing and tourism 
cycling from 



 Before the driver holds a foreign driver's license or international 
license issued by a valid outside the Kingdom conferred the 
leadership of this 
Provided that the vehicle has completed eighteen years of age. 
B - to manage the traffic and its divisions in the provinces grant 
Jordanian resident outside the Kingdom of Jordan or a permit for a 
period not exceeding 
Three months of the year, renewable for driving passenger cars in 
the Kingdom of Jordan privacy if any of them 
 Holder of a foreign driver's license valid provided that they have 
completed eighteen years of age. 
 
Article 17 - 
A - to the Minister on the recommendation of the Director 
suspending the license or permit driving of the period it deems 
appropriate or booked or 
Canceled if it is proved that the holder has none of the conditions 
required to obtain it. 
B - the minister re licenses and driving permits or reinstatement of 
the guarantee in return for specified shows the amount of money 
under 
Confiscation of their value. 
 
Technical Office for the central traffic 
Article 18 - 
A - is called in the ministry office (Central Technical Office for 
traffic), as follows: - 
1 - representative of the Ministry of the Interior designated by the 
Minister. 
2 - a representative designated by the Ministry of Transport and 
Minister of Transport. 
3 - representative of the Ministry of Public Works and Housing 
designated by the Minister of Public Works and Housing. 
4 - a representative of the traffic management director designated 
by 0 
5 - a representative of the license management calls the manager. 
6 - a representative of the Jordanian Traffic Institute calls the 
manager. 
7 - Three people nominated by the minister of the people of 



experience and competence. 
B - 1 - The Minister shall appoint from among the delegates referred 
to in paragraph (a) of this article as its head and take his place as 
his deputy in his absence. 
2 - The Minister shall appoint the secretary of the Office shall 
prepare the agenda and take minutes of meetings and decisions 
Report, dissemination and preservation. 
C - meets the technical office at the invitation of the President or his 
deputy in his absence whenever the need arises and a meeting 
The presence of a legal majority of its members provided that the 
President or the Vice of them and take a majority vote of the 
members of its recommendations 
 Present 0 
D - Office of the technical assistance of experts and technicians in 
its 0 
E - the item is allocated in the budget of the ministry to spend it on 
bonuses, studies, consultancy and work of the Office 
Technical and acted by a decision of the Minister. 
And - the Minister of exchange financial rewards to the President 
and members of the technical office and the secretary and the 
experts and technicians for attending meetings 
Office and participate in its meetings to be outside working hours. 
 
Article 19 - 
A - The technical office tasks, the following powers: - 
1 - conduct technical studies for various vehicles transferred to the 
Technical Office of the license manager or any other 
To make sure they conform to the manufacturer's specifications. 
2 - to approve the studies and designs for vehicles issued by the 
engineering offices licensed. 
3 - Approval of the studies relating to the manufacture or transfer of 
vehicles locally and control plants that do so and disclose it. 
4 - collect information and statistical data for vehicles of different 
types. 
5 - Any other matters that the Minister should be forwarded to the 
office. 
B - Technical Office raises its recommendations to the Minister to 
take the appropriate decision thereon. 
 



Fees 
Article 20 - 
A - The fees to be levied under the provisions of this law, by a 
regulation issued for this purpose. 
B - are the vehicles that enter the Kingdom of panels foreign license 
fee equal to the license fee prescribed 
To those of the compounds according to the Jordanian regime 
issued for this purpose. 
 
Article 21 - 
A - members of the royal family are exempt from charges of driving 
licenses. 
B - exempt employees in political bodies or consulate of non-
Jordanians in the Kingdom of the driving license fee provided 
 Reciprocity 0 
 
Article 22 - 
A - allocates a rate (15%) of the fees preview and test vehicles for 
staff working in the administration of the license and is distributed by 
a decision of the Director. 
B - is allocated a rate (40%) of the license fee levied under the 
provisions of this Act and the regulations issued pursuant thereto 
For municipal councils or any body that holds the powers of councils 
under the legislation in force and is distributed by a decision of 
Council of Ministers upon the recommendation of the joint of the 
Minister of Finance and the Minister of Municipal Affairs to act in the 
areas of traffic safety. 
C - is allocated a rate (5%) of the license fee levied under this Act 
and the regulations issued pursuant thereto to the Directorate 
 For disbursement in the areas of business development in the 
management of licensing and traffic departments and employees of 
the decision of the Director. 
D - is allocated a rate (5%) of the fines levied for traffic violations set 
forth in this point of law to which 
 The Council of Ministers upon the recommendation of the minister 
that it holds the fee policy for traffic safety in the Kingdom. 
 
Article 23 - 
A - collected from the driver who causes the occurrence of a traffic 



accident the amount of five dinars at a flat fee disclosure on the 
The scene and investigated. 
B - be exempted from the fee referred to in paragraph (a) of this 
Article, if the accident was caused dead. 
C - allocate fees collected under paragraph (a) of this Article for the 
purposes of investigating the development of traffic and technical 
analysis 
In traffic accidents and the disposal of a decision of the Director. 
 
Traffic violations 
Article 24 - 
A - book a vehicle for a period of forty-eight hours in any of the 
following cases to be delivered to its owner after correcting their 
situations 
In cases that require it and pay the fines resulting from traffic 
violations and meet the fees and any amounts 
Payable in accordance with the provisions of this law, regulations 
and instructions issued pursuant thereto: - 
1 - If the vehicle is registered in accordance with the provisions of 
this Act and the regulations issued pursuant thereto 0 
2 - If the driver of the vehicle is licensed to drive. 
3 - if the passenger vehicle traveling public during the suspension of 
the authorization granted to it. 
4 - use of the vehicle is in the goals and purposes authorized for it. 
5 - Driving a vehicle driving license of the general categories first, 
second or third or seventh, depending on the definition of categories 
System to be received issued for this purpose 0 
6 - driving the vehicle recklessly or a show on the road. 
7 - Installation of additional hardware (optical or audio) on the 
vehicle is not permitted to do so. 
8 - the vehicle without number plates front and rear panels with 
numbers or false or illegal plates. 
9 - If the elapsed period of six months and more on the expiration of 
the license of the vehicle. 
10 - Driving a vehicle is required tuned 0 
11 - leadership vehicle spilled or leaking oil or petroleum products or 
any hazardous materials on the road 0 
B - reserve license shall be transmitted to the vehicle and license 
management in any of the following cases to be delivered to its 



owner after 
Correct the conditions of the vehicle and the payment of fines 
resulting from traffic violations and meet the fees and any amounts 
due 
In accordance with the provisions of this law, regulations and 
instructions issued pursuant thereto: - 
1 - If at the end for more than a month and less than six months 
after the end of the vehicle license period of 0 
2 - If the vehicle is identical to the license data. 
3 - If the vehicle is emitting smoke or any other contaminated 
materials during the trial and at rates beyond what is specified by 
the instructions issued for this purpose. 
4 - Installation of exhaust sound amplifier to the vehicle. 
5 - Driving at night without lights or the use of the availability of front 
or rear. 
6 - increase the height of the vehicle cargo to (420) cm, without a 
permit or contrary to the conditions of the permit. 
7 - Load the emergence of the presentation of the vehicle without a 
permit or contrary to the conditions of the permit. 
8 - Do not install or not the validity or non-use device (Altakowerev) 
or other device to control or speed control in accordance with 
With the instructions issued in this regard 0 
9 - the development of any materials or additions or decorations or 
reflectors on the number plates. 
10 - increase the dimensions of the cargo box in the vehicle contrary 
to regulations and instructions issued in this regard. 
C - the Director or his authorized representative of the impoundment 
of the vehicle for a period not more than one week for delivery to the 
owner at the expiration of the reservation after 
Payment of fines resulting from traffic violations in accordance with 
the provisions of this law, regulations and instructions issued 
pursuant thereto 
And when the commission of any of the following traffic violations: - 
1 - the transfer of passengers in excess of the limit set in the public 
passenger transport vehicles or lack of commitment to tariff wage 
assessments. 
2 - change the font or non-compliance with the transfer of 
passengers or lack of access to an end or to refrain from 
transporting passengers without selection or 



A legitimate reason in the public passenger transport vehicles. 
3 - use of the vehicle is licensed Balsafh public to transport 
passengers for a fee. 
 
Article 25 - 
 Any individual member of the public security that arrest without a 
warrant the driver of any vehicle and driving license book and 
license 
The vehicle and a statement of leadership and training permit if he 
commits any of the following offenses: - 
A - causing the death of a person or harm because of the leadership 
of the vehicle. 
B - a place to escape from a traffic accident committed. 
C - Driving a vehicle of a person not licensed to drive. 
D - Driving a vehicle during the period of suspension of driving 
license. 
E - Driving a vehicle driving license or vehicle license forged forged 
or false statement. 
And - Driving a vehicle license plates numbers of false or illegal 
plates 0 
G - Driving a vehicle recklessly or a show on the road. 
H - Driving a vehicle under the influence of alcohol or any 
psychotropic substances driver loses control of the leadership or 
alcohol while driving. 
I - driving a stolen vehicle or wanted tuned to criminal proceedings 0 
 
Article 26 - 
A - shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than three 
months and not exceeding six months or a fine of not less than 
(500) five hundred dinars 
And not more than (1000) thousand dinars, or both penalties in the 
following cases: - 
1 - the owner of the shop or repair shop to repair the vehicle, which 
has affected a traffic accident without informing the authorities 
The competent official in accordance with the instructions issued in 
this regard. 
2 - Who illegally harboring any vehicle or part thereof, whether valid 
or invalid with a view to sell or dispose 
By permission of its owner or is authorized by law. 



3 - claimed from a traffic accident is proven by a court judgment that 
deliberate or inadvertent 0 
4 - and agreed to replace the same driver who has committed a 
traffic accident which resulted in damage to mankind. 
5 - The driver fled from the place of accident causing damage 
committed by a human or non-notification of the nearest police 
station or a police patrol 
Traffic accident he has committed. 
B - is punishable by imprisonment for not less than one month nor 
more than three months or a fine of not less than (250) two hundred 
and fifty 
Dinars and not more than (500) five hundred dinars, or both 
penalties Any person who commits any of the following offenses: - 
1 - Driving under the influence of alcoholic beverages by more than 
the allowable limit for blood alcohol concentration according to 
Instructions issued for this purpose. 
2 - take the driver's alcohol while driving 0 
3 - eating coach drive alcoholic drinks during training. 
4 - Driving a vehicle carrying hazardous materials or potentially 
explosive or flammable within inhabited places or areas that are not 
allowed 
 To enter without obtaining a permit or any of them left within 0 
5 - a race on the roads without prior authorization of the competent 
authorities. 
6 - Driving a vehicle without a driver's license. 
7 - Driving a vehicle spilled or leaking oil or petroleum products or 
any hazardous materials on the road. 
 
Article 27 - 
Notwithstanding what is stated in Article (343) of the Penal Code, if 
the driver causes the death of a human being or permanently 
disfiguring 
He shall be punished by imprisonment from three months to three 
years or a fine of (1000) thousand dinars to (2000) two thousand 
dinars or 
Both penalties and the court suspended driving license for at least 
six months and not exceeding two years, 0 
 
Article 28 - 



Shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than two weeks and 
not exceeding three months or a fine of not less than (150) one 
hundred and fifty dinars 
And not more than (300) three hundred dinars, or both penalties Any 
person who commits any of the following offenses: - 
A - is to allow the use of a driver's license or driving permit or permit 
training or notification Hold 0 
B - Use of driver's license or permit or permit leadership training, a 
notice of reservation is due to someone else. 
C - the use of the vehicle or license plates vehicle illegally. 
D - manufacture of number plates of vehicles of any kind or form 
outside the Department of Licensing. 
E - the owner of the shop or repair shop or the owner of the vehicle 
alter the front or rear of the vehicle without 
Obtain approval prior management license contrary to instructions. 
And - making trailers and semi-trailers without the prior approval or 
to issue certificates of origin 
Manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers without actually 
manufactured. 
G - who have agreed to replace the same driver who has committed 
a traffic accident resulting in material damage. 
 
The regulations issued 
Article 29 - 
Shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than one week and 
not exceeding one month or a fine of not less than (100) one 
hundred dinars and not more than 
(200) two hundred dinars, or both penalties Any person who 
commits any of the following offenses: - 
A - Driving a vehicle without brakes (brakes) or non-validity. 
B - stalled vehicle on the left lane of the road without placing 
reflectors or warning lights indicate it. 
C - Driving the vehicle in a reckless or exhibition on the roads. 
D - bypass the traffic light red. 
E - Driving the vehicle opposite direction due to the roads on the 
island separated by an intermediate directions. 
And - driving the vehicle at night without lights or the use of the 
availability of front or rear. 
G - the emergence of a load of the vehicle forward or backward a 



distance of more than (100) cm, without a permit or contrary to the 
conditions of the permit. 
H - increase the height of the vehicle cargo to (420) cm, without a 
permit or contrary to the conditions of the permit. 
I - the emergence of the presentation of the vehicle load without a 
permit Obashkl abuse the terms of the permit. 
J - the leadership of a public vehicle driving license categories of the 
first or second or third or seventh, depending on the definition of 
categories 
System to be received issued for this purpose 0 
K - Driving a vehicle during the suspension of driving license 
administratively or judicially. 
For - Driving a vehicle driving license foreign or international driver's 
license if the Jordanian Reserve work out an administrative or 
judicial. 
M - the use of vehicles for a fee privacy. 
N - use an image for a vehicle license or driver's license or permit or 
permit leadership training with a view to misleading or 
Circumvent 0 
 
Article 30 - 
A - shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than two weeks 
and not exceeding three months or a fine of $ (100) one hundred 
dinars, or 
Both of these penalties has led the vehicle at speeds in excess of 
the limit set by more than (50) km / h. 
B - punishable by a fine of (30) thirty dinars of the vehicle under the 
leadership of speeds in excess of the limit set by more than 
(30) km / h and up (50) km / h. 
C - punishable by a fine of (20) twenty dinars of the vehicle under 
the leadership of speeds in excess of the limit set by more than 
(10) km / h and up (30) km / h. 
 
Article 31 - 
Shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than one week and 
not exceeding one month or a fine of not less than (50) fifty dinars 
and not more than 
(100) one hundred dinars, anyone who commits any of the following 
offenses: - 



1 - Driving a vehicle licensed to operate out of the way when used 
on the road. 
2 - Command Public Vehicle Jordanian foreign driving license. 
3 - Training the drive without a permit training or training on a 
vehicle not licensed for this purpose. 
4 - not to give priority to traffic official processions and emergency 
vehicles while carrying out its tasks. 
5 - put or poured loads of vehicles like stone, dust and liquid waste 
materials or any other material on the road 
 And shall bear the cost of removing the cause of these materials 0 
6 - to allow the owner of the vehicle led by a person not licensed in 
accordance with the provisions of this law. 
7 - Command vehicle lease without a lease authorized by its 
leadership, or without obtaining a permit. 
8 - Use of the vehicle is in the goals and purposes authorized for it 
includes the transportation of passengers in the vehicle leasing 
 Or tourist vehicles. 
9 - driving public passenger vehicles or designated for transportation 
of students or hazardous materials transport vehicles without 
 The permit for that. 
10 - installation or use of a device or multi-hazard alert sounds for 
vehicles is authorized to do so. 
11 - Installation of amplifiers in whatever form or kind at the exhaust 
sound of the vehicle. 
12 - Do not install or not the validity or non-use device (Altakowerev) 
or other device to control or speed control in accordance with 
With the instructions issued in this regard 0 
13 - not to put the head plate numbers Alqatr or tractor-trailer on the 
back or semi-trailer or not to put to the panel 
Figures, trailer or semi-trailer 0 
14 - the development of any materials or additions or decorations or 
reflectors on the number plates. 
15 - Installation of lights or the use of emergency vehicles (Alluah) 
or similar vehicle is authorized to do so. 
16 - Distribution of gas cylinders in vehicles without special permits 
to do so. 
17 - increase the dimensions of the cargo box in the vehicle contrary 
to regulations and instructions issued in this regard. 
18 - not to install the container by chains or locks allocated for this 



purpose on cargo vehicles. 
19 - not to install the payload on the vehicle. 
20 - Training a person under the legal age prescribed for training. 
21 - the leadership of cargo vehicles and buses continuously over 
the duration of the limit set in the regulations and instructions issued 
for this purpose. 
22 - The driver fled from the scene of an incident committed by 
causing material damage or lack of notification of the nearest police 
station or a police patrol 
Traffic accident he has committed. 
23 - Driving a vehicle driving license is not conferred the right of its 
leadership class 0 
 
Article 32 - 
A -1 - book a driving license and driving permit and permit training 
as appropriate at the time of any of the offenses 
Sir contained in Articles (28) and (29) and paragraph (a) of Article 
(30) and Article (31) of this Act, unless payment 
Violating the minimum value of the violation immediately 0 
2 - and abuse to pay the minimum value prescribed offense within 
thirty days of its history in return for licenses and permits 0 
3 - If this is not done is to refer the violation and licenses and 
permits to the competent court. 
B - book a driving license and driving permit and permit training, as 
appropriate, shall be transmitted to the competent court 
In case of committing any of the traffic violations contained in Article 
(26) of this law, if a result of the commission of any of the 
Damage to human traffic violations 0 
 
Article 33 - 
A - In addition to the cases provided for in Article (32) of the Act, to 
book a driving license of the driver of the vehicle 
Drivers of passenger cars is privacy when he committed any traffic 
violations stipulated in this Law, 
Until the payment of fines incurred as a result of these violations 0 
B - when you book your driver's license or driving permit or permit 
training driver of the vehicle gives notice of it that would allow 
His leadership the exception of traffic violations that lead to damage 
human. 



C - book a foreign driver's license and sent to the source in that 
State when driving a vehicle holder to public transport passengers 
Jordanian or Jordanian cargo vehicles weighing more than five tons 
gross without a permit or when committed during the leadership of 
any 
Of traffic violations contained in the material (26) and (27) and (29) 
of the Act. 
 
Article 34 - 
 Shall be punished by a fine of not less than (50) fifty dinars and not 
more than (100) one hundred dinars each person who commits any 
of the following offenses: - 
A - the driver of the vehicle waive the wrong places and in situations 
which prevents overtaking them. 
B - change the driver of the vehicle lane abruptly. 
C - a lack of commitment cargo vehicles and buses, buses and 
medium-sized construction and agricultural vehicles to walk on 
Right lane of the road multi-lanes. 
D - the use of television screens inside the vehicle to allow the driver 
to see it while driving. 
E - not to restrict or stop the driver Basha_khash stop line 0 
And - the driver to take the wrong lane 0 
G - Driving the vehicle opposite the flow of traffic or traffic violation 
Hoa_khas forbidden 0 
H - Driving a vehicle without number plates front and rear. 
 
Article 35 - 
 Punishable by a fine of (40) forty dinars anyone who commits any 
of the following offenses: - 
1 - Driving a vehicle emitting smoke or any other contaminated 
materials at rates beyond what is specified in the instructions issued 
for this purpose. 
2 - Driving a vehicle without sealing cover shipping tonnage. 
3 - Installation or use of lights and dazzling lights are not allowed. 
4 - open the door of the vehicle from the sides or the back while 
walking. 
5 - put any additions to the lights the vehicle front or rear. 
6 - towing a trailer is not intended for shipment without the 
availability of measurement or the use of lights or rear reflectors 



additional phosphorus. 
7 - turning in the vehicle in places where the spin forbidden, despite 
the presence of heralded 0 
8 - driving motorcycles on the sidewalks. 
9 - The parking of vehicles on bridges and in tunnels without 
justification. 
10 - violation of the terms of the driver permits the transfer of large 
volumes of cargo. 
11 - violation of rules and priorities of traffic. 
12 - cut intermediate compounds of the islands of places is allocated 
to it. 
 
Article 36 - 
 Punishable by a fine of (30) thirty dinars anyone who commits any 
of the following offenses: - 
1 - Driving without using lights or fog lights front and rear of 
measurement in case of fog or dust or blurred vision. 
2 - bed cargo vehicles that weigh more than the total (12) twelve 
tons in residential neighborhoods. 
3 - Do not relieve the driver of speed when overtaking for buses and 
medium-sized bus passengers during the descent from them. 
4 - enter the cargo vehicles that weigh more than the total (12) 
twelve tons at such times and places prohibited 
Without obtaining a permit or contrary to the conditions of the 
permit. 
5 - to leave the vehicle on the roadside without an external reflectors 
or warning lights indicate it in areas not designated for that purpose. 
6 - passenger in excess of the limit. 
7 - excluding driver of the vehicle allocated for public passenger 
transport for the transfer of passengers or selection without a 
legitimate reason. 
8 - non-arrival of public passenger transport vehicles to the end of 
the line or change course or direction contrary to the permission 
granted for this purpose. 
9 - not to give priority to pedestrians on the footpaths earmarked for 
crossing the 0 
10 - non-compliance with tariff wage assessments for passenger 
transport. 
11 - do not run counter taxi or invalidity in the passenger car 



assembly. 
12 - Do not install or disqualification of a collection of buses and 
taxis in the medium buses for transporting 
Public passenger contrary to instructions issued in this regard. 
13 - Driving a vehicle without a license to comply with the terms of 
the vehicle. 
14 - to ride without wearing a helmet mechanism the head of the 
driver and passenger 0 
15 - Driving a vehicle from a foreign driver was not authorized to 
leadership. 
16 - not to put references to the emergence of distinctive vehicles 
and cargo in accordance with the instructions. 
17 - Do not move the joint vehicle traffic accident resulting in 
damage and was developed so permits. 
18 - use of advertising and advertising on the body of the vehicle 
contrary to instructions. 
19 - non-compliance of the driver signals for the public security 
personnel while on duty. 
20 - Do not install number plate mounted on the back of the trailer 
light. 
21 - Installation of plates in violation of the specifications or panel 
installation is in the space provided to them. 
22 - Installation of additional number plates of any kind, form or 
content on the vehicle or the installation of more than one plate on 
top of each. 
23 - towing without the use of a column drag (Hawks). 
24 - entry of foreign vehicles in transit to pedestrians within the 
cities. 
25 - entry of foreign vehicles for transporting passengers to cities or 
to roaming without a permit or contrary to the course of its line. 
26 - out of foreign vehicles for transporting passengers from the 
starting complexes and centers assigned to them without 
Obtain a permit. 
27 - vehicle movement in the form of processions lead to impede 
traffic or exit part of the bodies of passengers of these 
Vehicle during its progress or lack of adherence to walking on the 
right lane. 
28 - Driving a vehicle driving license Jordanian foreign or 
international in cases other than those permitted in accordance with 



the provisions of this law. 
29 - the end of the insurance contract vehicle or non-existence of 
the Jordanian or foreign vehicles. 
30 - Driving a vehicle outside the dedicated lanes on the road. 
31 - Smoking in the vehicles for transporting students, kindergarten 
or allow the driver to do so is 0 
 
Article 37 - 
 Punishable by a fine of (20) twenty dinars to anyone who commits 
any of the following offenses: - 
1 - lack of commitment to the right side of the road when driving the 
vehicle at speeds less than the limit set on the road. 
2 - rotation or detour in the vehicle impedes traffic or expose road 
users at risk. 
3 - parking the vehicle on sidewalks or pedestrian paths. 
4 - not the validity of a vehicle exhaust sound while walking. 
5 - Driving a vehicle without power brakes manual (brake fluid). 
6 - Do not use the driver Al_mez when the shift to the left or right, or 
when starting or standing, or when overtaking or changing lane. 
7 - the lack of parking at the driver's view of the intermittent light of 
medium-sized buses and buses to transport students. 
8 - to leave the vehicle before or after tacks a distance of less than 
ten (10) meters. 
9 - vehicle access to the centers of the starting compounds and the 
passenger without a permit. 
10 - leave the vehicle on roads and intersections Mmeltkietha a 
distance of less than twenty (20) meters. 
11 - leave the vehicle before and after intersections are controlled 
by reference light impedes traffic. 
12 - the dumping of any material or waste from the windows of 
vehicles. 
13 - not to remove the stones or the like out of the way when used 
to secure parking the vehicle stalled. 
14 - Not the power seats of passenger vehicles in the public 
passenger transport. 
15 - Not use the vehicle's driver, transfer students intermittent light 
when he stood to upload or download students. 
16 - the leadership of public passenger vehicle without carrying 
permit passenger line or it expires. 



17 - the leadership of public passenger vehicle without a wage tariff 
card place provided. 
18 - put load on the roof of the common transport vehicles and 
cargo vehicles closed. 
19 - non-compliance of vehicles painted allotted contrary to the 
regulations and instructions issued in this regard. 
20 - high load cargo vehicle contrary to regulations and instructions. 
21 - Driving a vehicle cargo weighing more than the total of the limit 
set. 
22 - use of the vehicle at the times and places are not allowed. 
23 - vehicle parking and sudden unexplained. 
24 - to be unfit to stand in the lights of the vehicle. 
25 - Do not leave the driver safe distance relay. 
26 - Return the vehicle to the rear leading to an accident or impede 
traffic. 
27 - use devices audio recordings inside the vehicle in violation of 
public morals or cause noise and disturbance. 
28 - load people on the bike if the mechanism were not licensed to 
do so or transfer of persons in the vehicle or farm vehicle 
construction. 
29 - not to relieve the driver of the speed of his vehicle when 
passing through populated areas, or when approaching schools or 
corridors 
Pedestrian or turns or intersections. 
30 - not to secure the stability of the vehicle while standing. 
31 - use the alarm clock or musical tones or speakers are 
unobtrusive. 
32 - there is no front plate numbers or background in the space of 
the vehicle. 
33 - use the scanner or damaged tires on the vehicle contrary to 
instructions. 
34 - Mahsalin use in public passenger transport vehicles contrary to 
instructions issued in this regard. 
 
Article 38 - 
 Punishable by a fine of (15) fifteen dinars anyone who commits any 
of the following offenses: - 
1 - to deal with the driver turning the wrong during the walk. 
2 - Use the driver of the high lights when convergence or relay. 



3 - allow the driver of public passenger vehicle for passengers to 
board and disembark from the left side of the vehicle. 
4 - public vehicle driver eating foods or beverages while driving. 
5 - parking the vehicle on the roadside for the purpose of pleasure in 
prohibited places. 
6 - parking the vehicle in the roundabout without justification. 
7 - parking the vehicle at the entrances of public attitudes or private. 
8 - vehicles parking and public transport passengers to load or 
download in places not designated for that purpose. 
9 - Do not install or not the validity of the warning lights for vehicles, 
which it must do so. 
10 - Do not install the top panel in the places assigned to them in 
passenger cars, vehicles, training, public or non-validity. 
11 - there is no side or edition and clarity of public passenger 
transport vehicles or violation of the regulations. 
12 - to wear uniforms is contrary to the instructions while driving a 
passenger vehicle assembly. 
13 - not to put card driver's personal information in public passenger 
transport vehicles in the places assigned to them. 
14 - non-compliance of drivers of public passenger transport 
vehicles running in the centers of the starting role. 
15 - lack of commitment to coach the conditions of the permit 
granted to him. 
16 - Do not wear uniforms or coach wear Hndam improper training 
during the drive. 
17 - Driving a vehicle speed less than the minimum speed specified 
on the roads controlled Bashoa_khas. 
18 - the end of the vehicle license or driver's license or driving 
permit or permit training. 
19 - Installation of clashes the front or rear of the vehicle contrary to 
regulations and instructions. 
20 - not to install the signal characteristic of the disabled vehicle in 
the space provided to them. 
21 - vehicle parking and a double on the roads. 
22 - non-use of seat belts for front seat passengers in the vehicle 
contrary to regulations and instructions. 
23 - not the power side windows in the public passenger transport 
vehicles. 
24 - Enter any additions to the vehicle contrary to regulations and 



instructions issued for this purpose. 
25 - the disqualification of one lights of the vehicle. 
26 - Glass disqualification of the vehicle front or rear. 
27 - driver of the vehicle to use the phone while the vehicle if the 
phone or in part carried by hand. 
28 - not the validity of air-conditioners in vehicles that transport 
passengers governed in accordance with regulations and 
instructions. 
29 - to highlight the failure of the driver for driver's license or vehicle 
license or driving permit or permit training or booking notice any of 
them. 
30 - use the alarm clock driver of the vehicle near hospitals or 
schools or places of worship or places prohibited under the stare. 
31 - non-compliance of the driver Bahawa_khas mandatory road 
signs or the floor. 
32 - The parking or leaving the vehicle at the head turn. 
33 - driving the vehicle without taking necessary safety precautions 
traffic. 
34 - Qatar trailer construction without a permit. 
35 - driving under the age of eighteen years of vehicle driving 
license is a Jordanian. 
36 - Free children under the age of ten in the front seats in 
passenger cars and public transport vehicles. 
37 - leave the children under the age of (10) ten years inside the 
vehicle and is working without facilities 0 
 
Article 39 - 
 Punishable by a fine of ten (10) JD who commits any of the 
following offenses: - 
1 - parking the vehicle in places that hinder the movement of other 
vehicles parked. 
2 - parking the vehicle in places that cause them to stop blocking the 
road signs for the attention of other road users. 
3 - not to carry the driver while driving, driver's license or vehicle 
license or permit driving or reservation notice any of them. 
4 - Download the driver is not the movement of public passenger 
cars (taxi) from the office of his. 
5 - parking the vehicle to reverse the path of a specific one-way. 
6 - parking the vehicle on the left of the road specified in one 



direction despite the presence of Hoa_khas prevent it. 
7 - the absence of a vehicle drive train for the practical examination 
in the management of the license. 
8 - parking the vehicle a distance of more than half a meter from the 
pavement. 
9 - parking the vehicle more than the period prescribed under the 
pillars. 
10 - parking the vehicle diagonally or accidental, with no sign or 
fixed on the floor allow it. 
11 - the driver smoking in public passenger transport vehicles. 
12 - parking the vehicle in areas designated for specific categories 
of vehicles. 
13 - parking the vehicle at a distance of less than five meters before 
or after the faucet fire. 
14 - the lack of lights on plates numbers of vehicles or non-validity. 
15 - parking the vehicle at the accident site without justification. 
16 - parking the vehicle without payment or allowance in arrears by 
more than the specified period of the allowance. 
17 - Driving a vehicle driving license or vehicle license is damaged. 
18 - loss of control resulting from the sliding window or explosion 
leading to the accident. 
19 - there is no reflector triangle or a fire extinguisher in the vehicle. 
20 - open the door of the vehicle while standing leading to a traffic 
accident. 
21 - stop on the lanes of the road are hampering traffic. 
22 - Driving a vehicle notice expired. 
23 - Driving a vehicle without the presence of background and 
protectors of tires in the rear cargo vehicles, buses and medium-
sized buses. 
24 - side lights to be unfit for vehicles governed thereby, in 
accordance with the instructions. 
25 - Do not install reflector tape on vehicles controlled so in 
accordance with the instructions. 
26 - the disqualification of windshield wipers or spray water in the 
vehicle. 
27 - lack of cleanliness of public passenger transport vehicles from 
the inside or the outside. 
28 - the absence of two side mirrors in the vehicle. 
29 - Stop the vehicle is not permitted to do so in designated areas to 



load or drop off passengers. 
30 - Parking agricultural or construction on the main roads within the 
boundaries of municipalities in other places allocated to it to 0 
31 - non-compliance with Bashoa_khas forbidden is forbidden to 
stand or stay and stop 0 
32 - stand portrait or landscape, or slash with a stare that prevents 0 
33 - a pedestrian crossing the road in places not designated for that 
purpose, despite the availability of 0 
 
Article 40 - 
 A - If you use the bus medium bus or vehicle or cargo weighing 
more than five tons gross 
And a half and combined transport vehicles that weigh more than 
the total to five and a half tons, or vehicle-use 
Recorded all of your privacy in Balsafh other purposes and goals 
that have been registered, licensed, for it meets the 
From the driver when adjusted amount equal to twice the annual fee 
to acquire them and the Minister upon the recommendation of the 
Director cancellation of its registration Balsafh 
Privacy if the violation is repeated three times in one year. 
B - cancels the registration and licensing of vehicles referred to in 
paragraph (a) of this rule if there is no end of that recorded 
For which the owner and disposed of within a period not exceeding 
six months from the date of the absence of that end and the 
opposite is 
Technically written off. 
 
Article 41 - 
A - the driver shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than six 
months and a fine of not less than (500) five hundred dinars and not 
more than 
(1000) thousand dinars or if stopped his vehicle left the road 
junctions and Mmeltkietha and offshoots which trains or routes 
Clips on the railways and railway lines. 
B - is punishable by imprisonment for not less than two months and 
not exceeding one year or a fine of not less than (500) five hundred 
dinars and not more than 
(1000) one thousand dinars, or both penalties Any person who 
commits any of the following offenses: - 



1 - non-compliance of motorists with instructions and signals a 
guard rail corridor. 
2 - lack of commitment to optical or acoustic signals of the trains. 
3 - Stop the vehicle or leave it next to any sections of rail and rail 
and road junctions 
And Mmeltkietha and branches, which trains and routes that a 
distance of less than (15) meters of either side. 
 
Article 42 - 
To the competent prosecutor sent a summary of the provisions 
issued during the (60) days from the date of issuance of the decision 
hyperbolic 
To the Department of Licensing may not be renewed driver's license 
or vehicle license belonging to the convicted person or the 
completion of any treatment has 
Only after the payment of fines for traffic violations by convicted him 
in accordance with those provisions. 
 
Article 43 - 
 Determines all control measures contained in the traffic violations of 
this law and the collection of values and the adoption of models 
used 
Under a regulation issued for this purpose. 
 
Article 44 - 
A - The data and control leaves liberated in traffic violations, 
including an argument stating the facts unless proven otherwise 0 
B - The data and images of the traffic control devices technical 
evidence admissible in judicial proceedings if the 
Image contains the plate number of the vehicle and its location and 
time of the offense unless proven otherwise. 
 
Article 45 - 
A - for the public security personnel assigned to adjust the traffic 
violations contained in this law, the use of closure devices Wheels 
For vehicles to park at places forbidden to stand or stop in or 
withdrawn Oouhdzha until payment of the violation and 
Consequent wage. 
B - the confiscation of the license to manage alarms (acoustic or 



optical) or similar devices that are not authorized. 
 
General Provisions 
Article 46 - 
A - to manage the license retain all restrictions on vehicles and their 
owners as well as the limitations of drivers, including the 
Judicial decisions and administrative decisions issued against any of 
them. 
B - use automated computer to record information related to 
vehicles or driving licenses and the data and documents 
And images extracted from the computer and the evidence against 
all certified in court unless proven otherwise 0 
C - may not carry out any transaction on the driver's license or 
driving permit or permit training only after payment of all fines 
 Traffic violations arising from the holder of such license or permit 0 
D - may not conduct any transaction on the vehicle's license only 
after payment of all fines for traffic violations incurred if it 
They are related to the technical competence of the vehicle or 
breach in absentia does not know the perpetrator 0 
 
Article 47 - 
A - The public security personnel in charge of implementing the 
provisions of this law, prosecution of violations of this law and to 
investigate 
Traffic accidents and the organization of their own reports, including 
incidents that result in deaths, injuries and material damage. 
B - of the Council of Ministers upon the recommendation of the 
Minister to adopt any competent authority deems appropriate to 
conduct accident investigations 
 Traffic that result in material damage only. 
C - the owner of the shop or repair shop to open a special register 
and organizer for vehicles that are repaired showing the number 
The vehicle and the name of the owner and maintenance work 
conducted on her to issue instructions that must be determined on a 
case 
The owner of the shop or workshop repair the competent official 
authorities to inform them 0 
 
Article 48 - 



 The Greater Amman Municipality and the municipalities and any 
other relevant organization in coordination with the Directorate of 
traffic and secure the 
The requirements of traffic safety for pedestrians and vehicles on 
the roads including changing trends Sir 0 
 
Article 49 - 
A - Director of the formation of a committee composed of 
representatives from the Directorate and the Ministry of Finance and 
Accounting Office and any other relevant 
Relationship for the sale of seized vehicles at auction in the absence 
of review by the owners or their claim or not they receive it or 
Giving up in favor of the Treasury after the passage (24) months 
from the date of seizure that is advertised by means of 
Two local daily newspapers that were not there are issues pending 
before the courts on those vehicles that set the foundations 
And conditions of this sale and mechanism of action of the 
instructions issued by the Minister for this purpose. 
B - keeps Boosman vehicles that are not sold in accordance with the 
rulers of paragraph (a) of this Article, for the Secretariat after the 
meet 
 The consequences from fines and fees and housing allowance and 
expenses of the sale to become the property of the Treasury after 
five years of 
Date sold without claim them. 
 
Article 50 - 
A - The Minister may issue necessary instructions to implement the 
provisions of this Law, including in relation to the following matters: - 
1 - switch the front or rear of vehicles and the conditions in the 
manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers in the workshops 
Art that are adopted for this purpose. 
2 - speed limits on roads and mechanisms of control of 0 
3 - specification vehicles licenses, driving licenses and driving 
permits, training and data that should be included. 
4 - theoretical and practical examination for driving license seekers. 
5 - Driving Training Centers. 
6 - temporary driving licenses to non-Jordanians. 
7 - Traffic control mechanism. 



8 - technical investigation of traffic accidents. 
9 - Traffic Safety officers and determine their functions. 
10 - Create the fields of the race. 
11 - the transfer of hazardous materials or explosive materials. 
12 - Technical processing of vehicles 0 
13 - technical inspection of vehicles 0 
14 - the transfer of students and staff in educational institutions in 
the buses, medium 0 
15 - the movement of vehicles is the Savior and the customs agents 
belonging to the commercial vehicle or vehicles or factories 
 Mzaulin of the profession or trade centers to specialized research 
and design development and manufacture of vehicles. 
16 - Tractor trailers are not ready for shipment. 
17 - driver's licenses for the perpetrators of serious crimes 0 
B - The instructions issued under the provisions of this law in the 
Official Gazette 0 
 
Article 51 - 
 The Minister may delegate in writing any of his powers under this 
Act except to issue instructions to any of the 
Ministry staff or security officers to one year. 
 
Article 52 - 
The Council of Ministers to make regulations necessary to 
implement the provisions of this Act, including: - 
A - Traffic Points including the identification of a number of points for 
traffic violations stipulated in this law, according to 
 Magnitude of each of them, as well as determining the total points 
that require the suspension of driving license for the period specified 
by the 
System and conditions of reintroduction and commensurate with the 
group accumulated points. 
B - system maximum dimensions and weights and the total engine 
power of vehicles and cargo sizes and weights 
And the emergence of heavy load. 
C - system rules of the road and traffic on the roads 0 
 
Article 53 - 
A - The Law of Sir No. (14) for the year 1984 and amendment 



thereto, 0 
B - The regulations and instructions issued pursuant to the 
temporary traffic law No. (47) for the year 2001 and its amendments 
and the like 
Issued under the provisions of this law, and continue working out 
until amended or repealed or replaced with others, in accordance 
with its provisions. 
 
Article 54 - 
Prime Minister and Ministers shall be responsible for implementing 
the provisions of this law. 
 
 
 

 

 

 


